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We describe a method termed MADM (mosaic analy-
sis with double markers) in mice that allows simulta-
neous labeling and gene knockout in clones of so-
matic cells or isolated single cells in vivo. Two
reciprocally chimeric genes, each containing the N
terminus of one marker and the C terminus of the
other marker interrupted by a loxP-containing intron,
are knocked in at identical locations on homologous
chromosomes. Functional expression of markers re-
quires Cre-mediated interchromosomal recombina-
tion. MADM reveals that interchromosomal recombi-
nation can be induced efficiently in vivo in both
mitotic and postmitotic cells in all tissues examined.
It can be used to create conditional knockouts in
small populations of labeled cells, to determine cell
lineage, and to trace neuronal connections. To il-
lustrate the utility of MADM, we show that cerebellar
granule cell progenitors are fated at an early stage to
produce granule cells with axonal projections limited
to specific sublayers of the cerebellar cortex.
Introduction
Genetic mosaics, in which somatic cells of different ge-
notypes reside in the same animal, have been widely
used to study biological processes in multicellular or-
ganisms. By knocking out a candidate gene of interest
in a defined population of cells at a desirable time, one
can study gene function in biological processes of in-
terest while bypassing possible requirements for the
gene in other tissues or at earlier developmental
stages. One can also analyze the cell autonomy of gene
function and create animal models of human diseases
that result from somatic mutations. For example, condi-
tional knockouts of tumor suppressor genes can serve
as models for human cancers caused by loss of hetero-
zygosity (Knudson, 1971).
Several methods have been employed to create ge-
netically mosaic animals (Zugates and Lee, 2004). Ge-
netic mosaics in mice are usually created via a condi-
tional knockout procedure utilizing Cre-loxP mediated
intrachromosomal recombination. In this strategy, two
loxP sites are inserted flanking an essential part of a
candidate gene (creating a floxed allele) by homolo-
gous recombination in embryonic stem (ES) cells. Cre*Correspondence: lluo@stanford.edurecombinase, supplied as a transgene under the con-
trol of specific promoters, dictates the temporal and
spatial specificity of the loss of the candidate gene by
intrachromosomal excision in animals homozygous for
a floxed allele or heterozygous for a floxed and a null
allele (Gu et al., 1994; Lewandoski, 2001).
In Drosophila, a different strategy utilizing interchro-
mosomal recombination prior to cell division (mitotic
recombination) has been widely used to create geneti-
cally mosaic animals. This strategy employs a yeast
site-specific FLP recombinase that mediates high fre-
quency recombination at homologous chromosomal
loci bearing the FLP recognition target (FRT; Golic and
Lindquist, 1989). FLP is supplied as a transgene driven
by specific promoters to direct mitotic recombination
at the desired time and tissue. By placing FRT sites at
the bases of major chromosomal arms, FLP-FRT-medi-
ated mitotic recombination allows the vast majority of
Drosophila genes to be subjected to mosaic analysis
and permits forward genetic screens to be conducted
in mosaic animals (Xu and Rubin, 1993). This mitotic
recombination-based mosaic analysis has advantages
over the aforementioned conditional knockout method
in mice. It can be used with spontaneously generated
or chemically induced mutations and does not involve
engineering floxed alleles on a gene-by-gene basis.
To facilitate genetic mosaic analysis, it is essential to
mark cells of different genotypes in mosaic animals. In
mice, existing methods for simultaneous conditional
gene knockout and labeling include using an indepen-
dent Cre reporter, inserting a marker gene directly
downstream of a floxed allele, or juxtaposing a reporter
to the endogenous promoter by Cre-induced inversion
(Lewandoski, 2001, Schnütgen et al., 2003). The first
method cannot guarantee 100% coupling of knockout
and labeling, especially for gene knockout in small pop-
ulations of cells. The latter two methods allow 100%
coupling but rely on the endogenous promoter to drive
marker expression, which may be turned off or too
weak at the time of analysis. In Drosophila, mosaic
marking was originally accomplished using a negative
labeling system in which homozygous mutant cells lose
a marker gene and become the only unlabeled cells in
genetically mosaic animals (Xu and Rubin, 1993). How-
ever, small clones of unlabeled homozygous mutant
cells can be difficult to identify amid a large population
of labeled cells, and the morphology of these mutant
cells cannot be studied. To circumvent these limita-
tions, we developed the MARCM system (mosaic
analysis with a repressible cell marker) to selectively
label homozygous mutant cells after FLP-FRT-induced
mitotic recombination (Lee and Luo, 1999), offering
high-resolution phenotypic analysis of gene function in
complex processes ranging from neuronal morphogen-
esis (e.g., Lee et al., 2001; Grueber et al., 2002) to tumor
metastasis (Pagliarini and Xu, 2003). Because MARCM
allows labeling of a single cell or a group of cells that
share a common progenitor, it has become a powerful
tool for analyzing the relationship between neuronal lin-
eage and wiring pattern (Lee et al., 1999; Jefferis et al.,
Cell
4802001) and between inputs and outputs of neurons i
gwithin a neural circuit (Marin et al., 2002).
In principle, the Cre-loxP recombination system c
fcould be used to induce mitotic recombination in
mouse somatic cells in a similar fashion to FLP-FRT-
pmediated mitotic recombination in Drosophila. How-
ever, Drosophila is unique among model organisms in g
sthat homologous chromosomes pair in somatic cells,
permitting a high rate of mitotic recombination (Metz, D
s1916). It remained uncertain whether the frequency of
interchromosomal recombination would be sufficient c
dfor use in mosaic analysis in mice. Previous studies in
mouse ES cells have reported that the frequency of p
cCre-loxP-mediated recombination, as assayed by for-
mation of drug-resistant colonies following transient b
dCre transfection, was on the order of 10−7 to 10−4 be-
tween nonhomologous chromosomes (Ramirez-Solis et b
cal., 1995; Smith et al., 1995; Van Deursen et al., 1995;
Zheng et al., 2000); recombination between the same o
Gloci on homologous chromosomes had an increased
efficiency of 10−4 to w5 × 10−2 depending on the chro- I
smosomal locus tested (Liu et al., 2002; Koike et al.,
2002). Constitutive Cre expression in ES cells further u
increased the rate of recombination (Liu et al., 2002).
We hypothesized that if Cre-loxP-mediated interchro- d
smosomal recombination occurs in somatic cells at
rates similar to ES cells, it can be used to create ge- g
fnetic mosaics, provided that one can develop a sensi-
tive marking system to identify recombination events. G
gHere, we describe a system utilizing Cre-loxP to gen-
erate and mark recombination events between homolo- t
(gous chromosomes in somatic cells of mice. We show
that interchromosomal recombination can be induced a
tefficiently in both mitotic and postmitotic cells as a
consequence of Cre expression. We discuss the poten- b
etial utility of this system in conditional gene knockout,
lineage analysis, and neural circuit tracing. As an exam- o
tple, we show that cerebellar granule cell progenitors
are fated at an early stage to produce granule cells that a
aproject axons to specific sublayers in the molecular




MADM makes use of Cre-loxP-dependent interchromo- p
hsomal mitotic recombination to generate uniquely la-
beled homozygous mutant cells in an otherwise hetero- 1
fzygous background in mice. Figure 1 illustrates the
MADM design. Two reciprocally chimeric marker genes g
sare separately targeted by homologous recombination
to identical loci on homologous chromosomes; the re- t
lsultant mice are crossed to each other to make trans-
heterozygotes. Each chimeric gene consists of part of c
tthe coding sequences of green fluorescent protein
(GFP) and red fluorescent protein (Dsred2; hereafter re- p
lferred to as RFP; Figure 1A; these chimeric genes are
referred to as GR and RG hereafter). The N- and
pC-terminals of each chimeric gene are separated by an
intron containing a single loxP site. While this pair of v
cloxP sites serves as a target for Cre-mediated inter-
chromosomal recombination, protein expression is un- s
caffected since the loxP sites are removed by RNA splic-ng. In the absence of recombination, these chimeric
enes do not produce functional proteins because their
oding sequences are interrupted by the intron in dif-
erent reading frames.
After DNA replication in dividing cells (at the G2
hase), Cre enzyme introduced as a separate trans-
ene can induce recombination between loxP sites, re-
toring functional GFP and RFP expression cassettes.
uring the subsequent mitosis, two types of chromo-
omal segregations are possible. X segregation (two re-
ombinant sister chromatids segregate into different
aughter cells) produces two daughter cells, each ca-
able of expressing one of the two functional fluores-
ent proteins (red or green). Z segregation (two recom-
inant sister chromatids segregate into the same
aughter cell) generates one daughter cell that resem-
les the parental cell (colorless) and a second daughter
ell expressing both fluorescent proteins (double col-
red) (Figure 1A). Recombination can also occur in the
1 phase of the cell cycle or in postmitotic cells (G0).
n both cases, functional GFP and RFP are restored
imultaneously, resulting in double-colored cells (Fig-
re 1B).
If one chromosome contains a mutation of interest
istal to the GR knockin site (the homologous chromo-
ome contains only RG), the animal will be heterozy-
ous for the mutation. However, G2 recombination
ollowed by X segregation (referred to hereafter as a
2-X event) generates green daughter cells homozy-
ous for the mutation and red siblings homozygous for
he wild-type allele, creating labeled genetic mosaics
Figure 1A, left branch). G2-Z, G1, or G0 events do not
lter the heterozygous genotype and do not result in
he generation of single-labeled cells (Figure 1A, right
ranch; Figure 1B). Thus, recombination/segregation
vents that alter genotypes (G2-X) can be unambigu-
usly distinguished from other recombination events
hat do not alter genotypes. Only homozygous cells
re singly labeled. Furthermore, homozygous mutant
nd wild-type cells are distinguished by which single
arker they express.
eneration and Testing of the Targeting Constructs
e generated three targeting constructs, GG, GR, and
G (Figure 2A). Each construct contains the same ex-
ression cassette consisting of a CMV β-actin en-
ancer-promoter (pCA; Okada et al., 1999; Niwa et al.,
991) and the SV40 T antigen poly(A) signal that allows
or ubiquitous and high-level expression of marker
enes. GR and RG were built according to the MADM
trategy (Figure 1A). GG, in which N-GFP and C-GFP in
he same reading frame are separated by the same
oxP-containing β-globin intron, serves as a positive
ontrol for promoter strength, splicing efficiency, and
he influence of chromosomal locus on transgene ex-
ression. We also constructed an RR construct equiva-
ent to GG for in vitro testing.
Experiments were conducted to confirm marker ex-
ression along the construction of the final targeting
ector (Figure 2A). The splicing efficiency of the loxP-
ontaining intron was confirmed by Western blot analy-
is following COS cell transfection of the GG and RR
onstructs—they express proteins at the same level as
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481Figure 1. Schematic of the MADM Strategy
(A) G2 recombination followed by X segrega-
tion generates singly labeled cells that alter
genotype if the original cell is heterozygous
for a mutation of interest. G2 recombination
followed by Z segregation generates either
colorless or double-colored cells without al-
tering genotype.
(B) Recombination occurring in G1 or post-
mitotic cells (G0) generates double-colored
cells without altering genotype.intronless constructs (data not shown). The expression
level was also tested in neurons by biolistic transfection
of rat hippocampal slices (Nakayama et al., 2000). GFP
labeled axons and the entire dendritic trees including
dendritic spines (Figure 2B, left, inset). Since RFP fluo-
rescence is markedly weaker compared with GFP (data
not shown), a MYC tag was added to the C terminus of
RFP to ensure detection (Figure 2B, right). Functional
restoration of GFP/RFP in the chimeric constructs
(lacking the Neor cassette) was verified by cotransfect-
ing GFP/RFP chimeras and a Cre-expressing construct
into hippocampal slices. Double-colored cells were
only generated when all three constructs were cotrans-
fected (Figure 2C), indicating that Cre could catalyze
interplasmid recombination that reconstitutes GFP and
RFP.
Having validated the chimeric marker approach in vi-
tro, a loxP-neomycin resistance (Neor) gene was in-
serted into the intron of GG, GR, and RG for positiveselection of homologous recombination events in ES
cells. These constructs were knocked in at the ROSA26
locus (Soriano, 1999) on the long arm of mouse chro-
mosome 6 to test the MADM strategy in vivo. ROSA26
was chosen because of the following advantages: First,
ROSA26 allows ubiquitous expression of the inserted
gene (Zambrowicz et al., 1997). Even though our chi-
meric genes contain their own ubiquitously active pro-
moter, targeting at the ROSA26 locus alleviates con-
cerns about silencing effects of local chromatin
structure. Second, mice homozygous for ROSA26
targeted insertions do not exhibit detectable pheno-
types (Soriano, 1999). This is critical because MADM
requires knockin cassettes at the locus for both homol-
ogous chromosomes.
Cre-Dependent Generation of Labeled Cells In Vivo
We generated GG, GR, and RG knockin mice using





































nFigure 2. Generation and Testing of MADM-Targeting Constructs
a(A) Schematic of final targeting constructs.
D(B) Biolistic transfection of test constructs in brain slices shows
3that GFP and RFP-MYC fill all neuronal processes including den-
dritic spines (inset). g
(C) Cotransfection of chimeric constructs with Cre restores GFP t
and RFP-MYC expression. e




sexpected in the GG strain, GFP is ubiquitously pro-
dduced from embryo to adult in the brain (Figure 3A) and
all other tissues examined (data not shown). Nearly
100% of cells dissociated from the brain and spleen L
Wwere GFP positive by fluorescence microscopy or by
FACS analysis (data not shown). This confirmed ubiqui- t
ttous expression of the artificially assembled expression
cassette at the ROSA26 locus. e
wAs predicted, mice heterozygous for GR and RG (GR/
RG) do not have colored cells in the absence of Cre- (
amediated recombination. This was confirmed by exam-
ining >20 GR/RG mouse brains through serial sagittal t
sections without observing a single GFP or RFP-MYC
labeled cell (Figure 3B) and by FACS analysis of disso- r
iciated cells from these mice (data not shown). Whenarious Cre transgenes were separately introduced to
reate mice containing GR, RG, and Cre (GR/RG;Cre/+),
e observed cells labeled with GFP, RFP-MYC,or both
n patterns predicted by Cre expression (Table 1).
For example, nestin-Cre generates MADM-labeled
ells throughout the brain (Figure 3C), consistent with
ts expression in all neural precursors (Lendahl et al.,
990). In contrast, labeled cells in GR/RG;Foxg1-Cre/+
ice are highly enriched in the forebrain and granule
ells of the cerebellum but not in the brain stem (Figure
D), consistent with the previously reported expression
attern of Foxg1-Cre (Hebert and McConnell, 2000). We
lso observed a nasal to temporal gradient of labeled
ells in the retina (Figure 3E) that followed the Foxg1-
re expression pattern (Hebert and McConnell, 2000).
Cre transgenes driven by promoters of ubiquitously
xpressed genes, such as hprt-Cre (Tang et al., 2002) or
ctin-Cre (Lewandoski et al., 1997), permit cell labeling
utside the nervous system (Table 1; Figure 4). For ex-
mple, hprt-Cre allows the labeling of cells in the liver
Figure 4A), kidney (Figure 4B), heart (Figure 4C), spleen
Figure 4D), and all other tissues examined (data not
hown). Actin-Cre generates labeled cells in the epider-
is (Figure 4E) as well as in the brain (see below), while
eratin5-Cre (K5-Cre), which is expressed only in kerati-
ocyte precursors (Brakebusch et al., 2000), generates
abeled cells only in the epidermis (Figure 4F) but not
n the brain (data not shown).
isualization of Both Markers
ne distinctive feature of MADM is the ability to dis-
inguish between different recombination/segregation
ypes using the double-marker system (Figure 1). We
ound that GFP can be visualized by fluorescence in
ive or fixed samples, whereas RFP fluorescence can-
ot. Since RFP was tagged with C-terminal MYC, anti-
YC immunofluorescence allowed simultaneous visu-
lization of both markers in neurons, glia, and other
onneural tissues in fixed samples during development
nd in the adult (Figures 3F–H and 4; data not shown).
ouble-labeled cells (e.g., yellow cells in Figures 3F,
H, and 4Aa–4Dc) are readily distinguishable from sin-
le-green and single-red cells, allowing for the distinc-
ion of G2-X events from those of G0, G1, or G2-Z
vents. In many cases, particularly in nonneural tissues
here cell migration is limited, single-green and single-
ed cells form clusters adjacent to each other (“twin
pots;” e.g., Figures 3G, 4Ac, 4Bc, 4Cc, 4Eb, and 4Fb),
trongly suggesting that they are progeny of siblings
erived from single G2-X events.
abeling Efficiency of MADM
e find that a given Cre line not only dictates the spa-
ial pattern of the MADM recombination events but also
he frequency and type of labeled cells (Table 1). For
xample, a much higher labeling efficiency is achieved
ith K5-Cre compared with actin-Cre in the epidermis
Figure 4E versus Figure 4F). Likewise, hprt-Cre gener-
tes many more MADM-labeled cells than actin-Cre in
he brain and elsewhere (Table 1).
The efficiency of G2-X events (single-labeled cells)
elative to other events (double-labeled cells) also var-
ed according to the Cre lines used. As expected, lines
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483Figure 3. Cre-Dependent Generation of Labeled Cells in the Nervous System
(A) Sagittal section of an adult GG mouse brain, showing uniform expression of GFP.
(B) Sagittal section of an adult GR/RG brain, showing lack of expression of GFP or RFP-MYC when imaged under similar conditions as in (A).
(C) Sagittal section of a P21 GR/RG;nestin-Cre/+ brain, showing labeled cells scattered throughout the brain.
(D) Sagittal section of a P21 GR/RG;Foxg1-Cre/+ brain, showing labeled cells enriched in the forebrain and the cerebellum but not in the
brain stem.
(E) Cross-section of a GR/RG;Foxg1-Cre/+ retina, showing a nasal-temporal gradient of labeled cells. Nasal to the right.
(F) High magnification of the cerebral cortex of a P2 GR/RG;nestin-Cre/+ mouse showing distinction of green, red, and double-colored
neurons.
(G) A cluster of cerebellar granule cells labeled in green or red but not both, from a GR/RG;actin-Cre/+ adult mouse. Based on the very low
frequency of single-colored cells for this genotype, these cells are most likely to be the progeny of a single G2-X event. Superimposed on
this G2-X event, there are also a few isolated yellow granule cells at a similar density in this and other fields, presumably caused by
independent recombination events. Note that neuronal processes are more efficiently labeled with green than red.
(H) Labeled Bergmann glia in cerebellar cortex of a P21 GR/RG;nestin-Cre/+ mouse showing clear distinction of green, red, and double-
colored cells.
Scale: (A)–(D) 1 mm; (E) 500 m; (F) and (H) 50 m; (G) 100 m.of mice where Cre is transiently expressed in dividing
cells have a higher frequency of G2-X events, as in the
case of nestin-Cre or K5-Cre (Figures 3C, 3F, 3H, and
4F). For ubiquitous Cre lines, the proportion of double-
colored cells increases with age, as would be predicted
if postmitotic recombination happened throughout a
cell’s life.
To test the relationship between labeling frequency
and Cre dose and to confirm postmitotic recombina-
tion, we devised a quantitative assay that evaluates the
frequency of labeled cerebellar granule cells. Each
granule cell gives rise to a single axon that runs along
the molecular layer of the cerebellar cortex in parallelto axons of other granule cells (forming “parallel fi-
bers”). Near the midline, these parallel fibers run along
the medial-lateral axis and each axon appears as a dot
in sagittal sections (Figure 5A). Thus, the number of
dots in a defined area of the molecular layer can be
used to assess the labeling frequency of granule cells.
We found that doubling the dose of actin-Cre caused
an approximate 2-fold increase in labeling frequency
(Figure 5B). In addition, the density of labeled parallel
fibers increases significantly from postnatal day 21
(P21) to P42 (Figure 5B). Since granule cell neurogen-
esis ceases at P21, newly labeled cells after P21 should
be products of postmitotic recombination.
Cell
484Table 1. Labeling Efficiency by MADM with Different Cre Lines
Cre Line Expression Pattern Labeling Efficiency References
β-actin Ubiquitous ++ (single copy) Lewandoski et al., 1997
+++ (double copy)
K5 Epidermal +++++ Brakebusch et al., 2000
Hprt Ubiquitous +++++ Tang et al., 2002
Foxg1 Forebrain +++++ Hebert and McConnell, 2000
nestin-Cre9.5 Neuronal and glial precursor ++++ Tronche et al., 1999
nestin-Cre8.5 Same as above ++++ Petersen et al., 2002
Wnt1 Midbrain and cerebellum +++ Danielian et al., 1998
En1 Midbrain and cerebellum +++++ Kimmel et al., 2000
β-actin-CreER Ubiquitous, inducible + Guo et al., 2002
+ Few labeled cells per brain.
++ 0.001–0.01% cells are labeled (based on the observation that 100–1000 labeled cells/100 m slice and a brain can be cut into w100
slices. So 104–105 cells are labeled in each brain, which contains 108–109 cells. This leads to the estimation of 0.001–0.01%.).
+++ 0.01–0.1% cells are labeled (based on comparison to ++ brains).
++++ 0.1–1% cells are labeled (based on comparison to +++ and +++++ brains).
+++++ 2–5% cells are labeled (based on FACS analysis of Foxg1- and Hprt-Cre lines and comparison to other lines).
Note: These estimates correspond to the order of magnitude of total labeled cells. In most cases, single-labeled cells are a minority and the
proportion to double-labeled cells decreases with age.dissociated cells from cortical caps of GR/RG;Foxg1- double-labeled cells were counted with fluorescence
Figure 4. MADM-Labeled Cells in Nonneural
Tissues
(A–D) Examples of MADM-labeled cells in
the liver (A), kidney (B), heart (C), and spleen
(D) in adult GR/RG;hprt-Cre/+ mice. (Aa)–(Da)
are hematoxylin-eosin staining of adjacent
sections of the low magnification fluores-
cence images shown in (Ab)–(Db). (Ac)–(Dc)
are high magnification images of representa-
tive labeled cells and groups of cells in the
respective tissues.
(E and F) Horizontal section of epidermis
from a GR/RG;actin-Cre/+ mouse (Ea) or a
GR/RG;K5-Cre/+ mouse (Fa) showing la-
beled epidermal cells of hair follicles. (Eb)
and (Fb) are higher magnifications of (Ea)
and (Fa) from the boxed regions.
Scale: (Aa)–(Da) and (Ab)–(Db), 2 mm; (Ac)–
(Dc), 50 m; (Ea) and (Fa), 100 m; (Eb) and
(Fb), 10 m.To assess labeling efficiency and the relative fre- C
Gquency of G2-X events in the developing brain, were/+ mice at P5. These cells were stained with anti-
FP and anti-MYC antibodies, and green, red, and
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485Figure 5. Quantification of MADM-Labeling Frequency
(A) Representative sagittal sections of the cerebellar molecular
layer at the midline from mice of three different genotype/age com-
binations. Each dot is one labeled axon projecting perpendicular
to the imaging plane, representing one MADM-labeled granule cell.
(B) Quantification of parallel fibers in a defined area of the molecu-
lar layer of cerebellar cortex. Each gray column represents average
number (±SEM, n = 3) of labeled axons from a single mouse. Each
black column represents the average of different mice of the
same genotype.
(C) Representative images of dissociated cells from P5 cortical cap
of GR/RG;Foxg1-Cre/+ mice labeled with GFP (green), MYC (red),
or both. Also shown is a brightfield image of the same field.
(D) Quantification of the labeling frequency of (C). Error bars repre-
sent SEM. n = 4.microscopy (Figure 5C). Green and red cells each con-
sist of w1% of total cells, while double-colored cells
consist of w2.5% of total cells (Figure 5D). We expectthat this labeling frequency will permit analysis of gene
knockouts in single cells of mosaic animals.
Resolution of Fine Structures of Neurons
Analysis of neural circuit organization and development
requires the ability to label and visualize axonal and
dendritic projections of neurons in their entirety. Al-
though previous approaches have achieved this pur-
pose with multicopy transgene inserts (e.g., Feng et al.,
2000; Gong et al., 2003), it was unclear whether a single
copy gene from a knockin would be sufficient to label
all neuronal processes. We found that the pCA pro-
moter-driven single-copy GFP marker fulfills this pur-
pose well in both live and fixed tissues. For example,
GFP can label isolated Purkinje cells in live cerebellar
slices (Figure 6A) or in fixed samples (Figure 6B). Den-
dritic trees, spines, and axonal projections are effi-
ciently labeled (Figure 6B). Axon terminals of cerebellar
mossy fibers, whose cell bodies reside millimeters
away outside the cerebellum, can be visualized clearly
in the internal granular layer of the cerebellar cortex
(Figure 6C).
RFP-MYC allows the labeling of cell bodies, dendritic
trees, proximal axons, and glial processes in fixed tis-
sues using anti-MYC immunofluorescence (Figures 3F–
3H). However, it does not label neuronal processes as
well as GFP and does not label long-distance axons
(see Figure 3G). Moreover, expression of single-copy
RFP (Dsred2) is inadequate for live visualization. These
limitations need to be overcome in future modifications
of MADM.Figure 6. Resolution of Fine Structures of Neurons
(A) Confocal image of a live cerebellar slice from an adult mouse
showing dendritic trees of two GFP-labeled Purkinje cells.
(B) Confocal image of a Purkinje cell from fixed tissue with high
magnification inset showing dendritic spines.
(C) Confocal image of mossy fiber terminals in the internal granular
layer of the cerebellar cortex. The left panel is a higher magnifica-
tion of mossy fiber terminals from a different sample.
Genotypes: (A) and (B) GR/RG;actin-Cre/+; (C) GR/RG;actin-
CreER/+ (TM administered at E13.5).
Scale: (A) and (B), 50 m; (C), 100 m; (C) inset, 50 m.
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iLineage and Axonal Projections
We are in the process of using MADM to perform condi- g
ltional knockout experiments (see Discussion). To de-
monstrate other applications, we present here an ex- t
tample that uses MADM to illustrate an unexpected
relationship between lineage and axonal projections of b
ccerebellar granule cells.
The neural circuit in the cerebellum is one of the best s
Tcharacterized in the mammalian brain for both adult
connectivity and its developmental origin. The adult l
bcerebellar cortex is divided into several distinct layers
(Figure 7B): the molecular layer (ML) consisting of gran- i
sule cell axons forming parallel fibers that innervate Pur-
kinje cell dendrites, the Purkinje cell layer (PC) made of c
dPurkinje cell bodies, the internal granular layer (IGL)
that houses cell bodies and dendrites of granule cells G
cand axon terminals of the mossy fibers, and the white
matter consisting of input axons to cerebellar cortex
c(mossy fibers and climbing fibers) and output axons
from Purkinje cells. In the developing cerebellar cortex, u
Cgranule cells are born from progenitors in the external
granular layer (EGL) during the first 3 weeks of postna- f
ctal development. Postmitotic granule cells first extend
axons parallel to the EGL and then descend their cell m
(bodies into the IGL. Thus, the EGL is gradually replaced
by the future ML. Previous studies have suggested that t
wthe first granule cells to exit the cell cycle and migrate
into the IGL project axons to the deepest position of t
(the ML and those that migrate subsequently occupy
correspondingly more superficial positions (Cajal, 1911;
tHatten and Heintz, 1995; Altman and Bayer, 1997).
To investigate the relationship between granule cell e
plineage and axon projection, we induced MADM clones
in granule cell progenitors at embryonic stages using s
ttamoxifen (TM) inducible actin-CreER (Guo et al., 2002)
and examined the axonal projection patterns of granule s
acells derived from a common progenitor. In the absence
of TM, CreER protein is in the cytoplasm and cannot c
wcatalyze DNA recombination. TM binding of CreER re-
sults in its nuclear translocation and activation (Feil et c
tal., 1996). Previous experiments based on recombina-
tion efficiency and CreER subcellular localization indi- t
rcated that Cre recombinase activity peaks within 6–24
hr and subsides 36 hr after TM administration (Hayashi c
and McMahon, 2002). Therefore, interchromosomal re-
combination and consequent labeling of granule cell w
tprogenitors occurs within approximately a day after
TM administration. t
rWe first administered TM to GR/RG;actin-CreER/+
mice at E17.5, a stage when most granule cell progeni- s
Stors have occupied the EGL and are proliferating to give
rise to more progenitors. We examined the progeny of a
pthese labeled clones at P21, a time when cerebellar
cortex development is largely complete, including d
2granule cell neurogenesis, axonogenesis, migration to
the IGL, and dendrite differentiation. From 16 systemat- o
fically sectioned half cerebella of 13 different mice, we
found 26 distinct clusters of granule cells (e.g., Figure
g7A). Several lines of evidence indicate that each cluster
most likely represents progeny of a single-labeled gran- i
gule cell progenitor at the time of TM administration.
First, each cluster of granule cells forms a continuous p
odomain along the anterior-posterior and medial-lateralxes with no labeled granule cells in between clusters,
ndicating limited dispersion. Second, the frequency of
enerating these clusters is low (1.6 per half cerebel-
um) under our experimental conditions. We estimate
he probability of a single cluster actually consisting of
wo separate clonal lineages to be on the order of 5%,
ased on the relative sizes of the cerebellum and the
lusters (see Experimental Procedures). Third, serial
ection of 7 GR/RG;actin-CreER/+ mice subjected to
M carrier (corn oil) injection at E17.5 did not reveal any
abeled cells in the cerebellum or elsewhere in the
rain, indicating that all labeled cells were caused by
nterchromosomal recombination induced by CreER
hortly after TM injection. Therefore, we refer to these
lusters of granule cells as clones. All 26 clones are
ouble colored, indicating that they arose from either
2-Z, or more likely G1 recombination events in granule
ell progenitors.
The distribution patterns of granule cell clones are
onsistent with previous clonal analysis of granule cells
sing retroviral infection in chick embryos (Ryder and
epko, 1994). Collectively, they span every cerebellar
olium along the anterior-posterior axis; each clone
overs a wide span along the medial-lateral axis as
easured by cell body position and parallel fiber extent
Figure S1A). Strikingly, for each clone, axonal projec-
ions appear to be confined to a specific sublayer
ithin the ML, with some occupying superficial posi-
ions and others occupying middle or deep positions
Figure 7B).
To quantify this observation, we selected a represen-
ative region from a sagittal plane at the midpoint of
ach clone’s mediolateral span and plotted the relative
osition of each parallel fiber in the ML. As evident from
uch a plot (Figure 7C, red dots), most clones restrict
heir axonal projections to less than half of the ML, with
ome as narrow as 10%. To measure the variability of
xonal projections within the span of each clone, we
ompared these positional plots taken at the midpoint
ith those taken at the medial and lateral edge of each
lone and compared the plots taken at the bank with
hose taken at the sulcus or gyrus of individual folia of
he cerebellar cortex. We found consistent positional
estriction of axonal projections within each granule cell
lone (Figure S2).
We next examined MADM clones induced at E13.5,
hich label granule cell progenitors in the process of
heir migration from the rhombic lip to the EGL to cover
he cerebellar surface. We found seven clones (from se-
ial sections of 13 half cerebella) in different folia that
pan a wide range of medial-lateral positions (Figure
1B). Despite being induced at such an early stage,
ll seven clones show remarkable restriction of axonal
rojections to an extent similar to those of E17.5 in-
uced clones. Axons within a clone are restricted to
0%–40% of the depth of the ML, but different clones
ccupy different sublayers from deepest to most super-
icial (Figures 7D and 7E).
Previous BrdU incorporation experiments have sug-
ested a correlation between granule cell body position
n the IGL and axon position in the ML: cell bodies of
ranule cells that differentiate earlier occupy deeper
ositions in the IGL and project axons to deeper parts
f the ML (Altman and Bayer, 1997). We did not find a
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(A) Sagittal section of a P21 cerebellum with three labeled granule cell clusters induced by 8 mg TM administration at E17.5. Scale, 1 mm.
(B and D) Confocal images of labeled granule cell clones induced by TM administration at E17.5 and E13.5, respectively. Each granule cell
clone projects axons to a specific sublayer of the molecular layer. The left panel of (B) is a schematic drawing of the cerebellar cortex
illustrating the organization of granule and Purkinje cells and their projections. ML, molecular layer; PC, Purkinje cell layer; IGL, internal
granular layer; WM, white matter. Scale, 50 m.
(C and E) Plots of granule cell body (blue) and axon (red) positions for granule cell clones induced at E17.5 (C) and E13.5 (E), respectively.
Cell body position was measured as the distance from the IGL/WM border to individual cell bodies normalized by the span of the IGL. Axon
position was measured from the PC to individual axons normalized by the span of ML.
(F) Schematic model illustrating that at an early developmental stage, granule cell progenitors are distinct with regard to the axonal projections
of their progeny.
Cell
488correlation between the cell body positions in the IGL i
cand axon position in the ML; whereas axons from each
clone are restricted to a specific sublayer of the ML, a
stheir corresponding cell body positions within each
clone appear random in the IGL (Figures 7C and 7E). f
mIn conclusion, these data indicate that prior to the
completion of migration to EGL, individual cerebellar t
tgranule cell progenitors are fated to produce granule
cells that project their axons to a specific sublayer of t




lUsing Cre-loxP and a double-marker strategy, we show
rthat interchromosomal recombination, both mitotic and
Mpostmitotic, can be induced efficiently in mammalian
asomatic cells in vivo. MADM can thus be used to label
asmall populations of cells, to perform lineage analysis,
mto visualize wiring patterns in the nervous system, and
bto conditionally knock out genes in small populations
Mof labeled cells with tight coupling of knockout and la-
ebeling. Moreover, MADM can be used for all the above
spurposes simultaneously. We discuss below potential
applications of MADM compared with existing methods
that achieve similar purposes. L
a
SConditional Gene Knockout
nConditional knockouts based on Cre-loxP site-directed
tintrachromosomal recombination have been used to
tselectively knock out genes at particular develop-
amental stages or in a subset of tissues (Lewandoski,
n2001). It would be valuable to knock out genes in iso-
tlated cells and simultaneously visualize these mutant
(cells to examine phenotypes with high anatomical reso-
llution. This has proven powerful in analyzing a wide
srange of biological processes in Drosophila. As men-
ationed in the Introduction, a general limitation of exist-
uing methods for marking mutant cells in conditional
rknockout is the difficulty to achieve strict coupling of
2knockout and labeling or to ensure strong marker ex-
(pression.
fMADM couples labeling and generation of homozy-
lgous cells through a single chromosomal exchange
levent, so there is little chance for ambiguity. Although
aexperimental proof of tight coupling awaits a MADM-
lmediated knockout experiment in the future, we expect
dthis to be the case as we have shown that the constitu-
ative promoter (pCA) guarantees marker expression in
a100% of cells in our GG mice. MADM also allows the
blabeling of homozygous wild-type siblings with a dif-
pferent color in the same animal, providing a built-in con-
ctrol for phenotypic analysis. Moreover, MADM does not
Arequire the gene of interest to be floxed; indeed, MADM
tcan be used for conditional knockout of spontaneous
aor chemically induced mutations before they are cloned.
aThese properties are of value, as there is an increasing
teffort to do extensive genetic screens in mice using
chemical mutagens and to perform a systematic knock-
out mouse project without creating floxed alleles (Aus- L
Ltin et al., 2004).
There are several limitations of MADM compared t
bwith conventional intrachromosomal recombination-
based conditional knockouts. First, the efficiency of in- 1
terchromosomal recombination is much less than thentrachromosomal recombination used for traditional
onditional knockout. While this is advantageous for
nalyzing cell-autonomous gene function, it does not
upersede traditional knockout if high recombination
requency is desirable (e.g., for analysis of nonautono-
ous phenotypes caused by loss of a secreted pro-
ein). Second, since gene knockout is coupled with mi-
osis in MADM, genes cannot be deleted at specific
imes in postmitotic cells. While this may not signifi-
antly affect developmental studies (and indeed might
e a positive feature for certain developmental studies),
t complicates analysis of gene function in adults if the
ene of interest also plays a developmental role. This
imitation might be remedied to some extent by tempo-
ally regulated transgene rescue (see below). Third,
ADM-based gene knockouts rely on the availability of
pair of MADM knockins between the gene of interest
nd the centromere. At present, only genes located on
ouse chromosome 6 distal to the ROSA26 locus can
e subjected to mosaic analysis using our current
ADM mice. This limitation can be overcome by future
ffort to generate knockin cassettes for other chromo-
omes.
abeling Small Populations of Neurons
nd Tracing Neural Circuits
everal methods exist for labeling small populations of
eurons to trace neural circuits. These include (1) the
raditional Golgi method, (2) dye filling, (3) Thy1-GFP
ransgenic mice, wherein chance insertions can create
mosaic expression pattern that labels isolated single
eurons (Feng et al., 2000; De Paola et al., 2003), (4)
ransgenic mice using bacterial artificial chromosomes
BAC) to drive GFP expression using endogenous regu-
atory sequences, some of which result in GFP expres-
ion in small populations of neurons (Gong et al., 2003),
nd (5) CreER-based intrachromosomal recombination
sing low doses of TM in conjunction with a transgene
eporter such as a loxP-stop-loxP marker (Badea et al.,
003; Buffelli et al., 2003). Dye filling is labor intensive
one cell at a time). The Golgi method can only label
ixed tissue and is not reliable for long-distance axon
abeling. Chance insertions of Thy1-GFP allow Golgi-
ike labeling of certain populations of neurons in fixed
nd live tissues, but the probability of targeting such
abeling to a specific population of neurons is unpre-
ictable. BAC-based transgenics are limited to the
vailability of endogenous genes that are expressed in
small population of neurons. MADM and CreER-
ased intrachromosomal recombination both have the
otential to consistently label any type of neuron with
ontrollable frequency by choosing specific Cre lines.
lthough genetically MADM is more complex, requiring
hree transgenes in the same mouse, once stable strains
re established, it is as convenient. MADM has the
dded advantages of labeling clonally related cells and
he potential to genetically manipulate labeled cells.
ineage Tracing
ineage tracing can be performed using transplanta-
ion, chimera, retrovirus infection, or recombination-
ased fate mapping (e.g., McConnell, 1988; Sanes,
989; Bonnerot and Nicolas, 1993; Cepko et al., 1993;Hallonet and Le Douarin, 1993; Zinyk et al., 1998; Win-
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489gate and Hatten, 1999; Rodriguez and Dymecki, 2000;
Zirlinger et al., 2002; Badea et al., 2003; Hashimoto and
Mikoshiba, 2004). While some of these methods require
embryonic manipulation, others are based on genetics.
With the exception of retroviral infection, most methods
provide little information about the birth date of the
neurons whose lineages are to be traced.
It can be quite useful to decipher the developmental
logic of neural circuit wiring if information regarding
birth dates, lineage, and wiring pattern can be obtained
in the same experiment (e.g., Jefferis et al., 2001).
MADM-based clonal analysis and in particular G2-X
events have several advantages in this regard. First,
because G2-X mitotic recombination couples the gen-
eration of clones with mitosis, when used with CreER,
MADM provides birth date information of single-cell
clones or of the first progenitor of large clones. Second,
G2-X events permit simultaneous labeling of two
daughter cells (and all their descendents) from a single
mitotic event with two different colors so that both lin-
eages can be followed in the same animal to provide
information about cell division pattern. This property is
useful, for instance, to study stem cell behavior. Using
temporally controllable Cre lines, one can activate Cre
in the adult, and single-labeled cells must be generated
through adult stem cells. Because of the double-marker
strategy, one can label both the stem cell itself and its
progeny, bypassing the requirement for “retrospective
tracing.” Lastly, MADM-based lineage studies allow vi-
sualization of axonal and dendritic projections of all
progeny, as exemplified from our study of cerebellar
granule cells.
MADM Reveals the Relationship between Lineage
and Wiring Pattern of Cerebellar Granule Cells
Using the MADM system, we made the unexpected
finding that lineage plays a role in directing the axonal
projection pattern of cerebellar granule cells (Figure
7F). Postmitotic granule cells are born during the first 3
weeks of postnatal life. However, at E14.5 or before,
each granule cell progenitor is already fated to give rise
to progeny that project their axons to either (1) a spe-
cific sublayer of the molecular layer of defined depth or
(2) a restricted sublayer, with the specific depth of the
sublayer each lineage adopts being a stochastic choice
or imposed by later instructions.
Given the relationship between cell cycle exit of gran-
ule cells and their axonal projections (see Results), the
most plausible explanation for our findings is that
clonally related granule cells differentiate within a rela-
tively narrow temporal window. We speculate that this
“timed” differentiation could be regulated by extrinsic
cues: clonally related granule cells could be made ge-
netically different (e.g., by inheriting different lineage
factors) so that each is responsive to a unique combi-
nation of extrinsic factors that signals cells to exit the
cell cycle. It could also be achieved through an intrinsic
“time clock” mechanism as has been described in the
differentiation of oligodendrocyte progenitors in vitro:
sister cells exit mitosis after the same number of divi-
sions, as if they possess a cell-division-counting device
(Temple and Raff, 1986). We are currently investigating
these possible mechanisms.Further Development of the MADM System
for Wider Applications
Now that Cre-loxP has been shown to efficiently medi-
ate recombination between homologous chromosomes
in mouse somatic cells, we envision further develop-
ment based on the MADM strategy for wider applica-
tions. First, newer versions of RFP that have brighter
fluorescence and better stability (Vintersten et al., 2004;
Shaner et al., 2004) can be used to replace Dsred2 so
that both red and green fluorescence can be visualized
in live animals. This will allow genotyping of cells in live
animals, which facilitates development, physiology, and
imaging experiments to analyze mutant phenotypes.
Second, the split marker gene can be replaced with
a split transcription factor that can drive binary expres-
sion in the mouse, such as the GAL4/UAS (Ornitz et al.,
1991; Rowitch et al., 1999) or the tetracycline-regula-
tory system (Gossen and Bujard, 1992). In this way,
MADM can be used to delete genes as well as to over-
express wild-type or mutant transgenes in small pop-
ulations of cells for gain-of-function experiments. Indeed,
simultaneous loss- and gain-of-function experiments can
be performed in the same animal for the same popula-
tion of labeled cells, as has been done with Drosophila
MARCM (e.g., Komiyama et al., 2003). With a split tran-
scription factor for binary expression, one can also
more easily build other reporters, such as genetically
encoded Ca2+ or voltage sensors to measure neural ac-
tivity in a defined population of neurons.
Third, systematic establishment of MADM knockins
on all chromosomes will overcome the current limita-
tion of analyzing genes distal to ROSA26 on chromo-
some 6. It should be possible to identify chromosomal
loci that tolerate homozygous insertion and permit
gene expression from the pCA promoter, as in the case
of ROSA26. A likely complication is the finding that the
frequencies of mitotic recombination in ES cells vary
according to different loci (Liu et al., 2002). Although
it will be labor intensive to generate these mice, once
established they will facilitate conditional knockout of
individual genes without creating a floxed allele for
each gene. In addition, MADM can be used for mosaic
forward genetic screens analogous to what has been
done in Drosophila (Xu and Rubin, 1993), especially if
phenotypes can be scored without sacrificing the
genetically mosaic animal. This approach can be used,
for instance, to identify tumor suppressor genes by
looking for tumors in external tissues using specific Cre
lines (such as K5-Cre for epidermal tissue) to generate
genetic mosaics. Thus, MADM-mediated conditional
knockouts of tumor suppressor genes could serve as
excellent animal models of human cancers, as MADM
can create sparse loss-of-heterozygosity events to fol-
low tumor progression in live animals.
In summary, we expect that the MADM system de-
scribed in this study and its further development out-
lined above will be a useful tool to study a plethora of
problems in neurobiology, developmental biology, and
cancer biology.
Experimental Procedures
Generation of Targeting Constructs
The chimeric MADM targeting constructs (Figure 2A) used mut4-
EGFP (Okada et al., 1999) and Dsred2 (Clontech, Palo Alto, Cali-
Cell
490fornia) tagged with six copies of the MYC epitope at its C terminus. p
tAfter choosing the break points in the coding sequences, a loxP
site-containing β-globin intron (provided by X.-D. Fu of the Univer- s
4sity of California, San Diego) was inserted through a four step clon-
ing strategy: (1) the 5# end of the intron followed by a BglII site was g
rfused to the end of N-terminal coding sequence by PCR; (2) the
remaining part of the intron led by BglII-loxP was fused to a small o
Pfront portion of C-terminal part of the coding sequence; (3) the re-
maining part of C-terminal coding sequence was generated by s
nPCR; (4) all three DNA fragments were ligated into the final prod-
ucts N-GFP (or Dsred2)—5#-intron-BglII-loxP-intron-3#—C-GFP (or a
mDsred2). The BglII site served as the swapping point between GFP
and Dsred2 to generate the chimeric GR and RG constructs as well f
eas the insertion site for Neor preceded by another loxP site. The
two chimeric constructs and a third positive control construct,
N-GFP—loxP-containing intron—C-GFP (Figure 2A), were inserted Q
into an expression vector (pCA-HZ2) containing a CMV β-actin en- U
hancer-promoter (Okada et al., 1999) and a SV40 T antigen poly(A) C
signal. The final targeting vectors are constructed by inserting o
the entire chimeric or control cassettes (from the promoter to the R
poly(A) signal) into the pROSA26-PA targeting vector (Srinivas et a
al., 2001) by PacI and AscI. w
w
Biolistic Transfection of Hippocampal Slices
Hippocampal slices were prepared from P7 Long Evans rats as C
previously described (Nakayama et al., 2000). After 48 hr culture, C
1.6 m gold beads coated with plasmids were propelled into hip- s
pocampal slices with a helium burst of 160 pounds per square inch a
(psi) using the Gene Gun (Bio-Rad). Forty-eight hours after trans- F
fection, slices were fixed for immunofluorescence (see Nakayama c
et al., 2000). c
p
XGenerating the MADM Mice by Knockin
The ES cell transfection was performed by the Stanford transgenic
facility using an R1 cell line. The targeting constructs were linear- C
ized by KpnI prior to electroporation. After 125 g/ml G418 selec- T
tion, positive clones were identified by two sets of PCR (Figure c
2A). Rosa3 (5#-CCACTGACCGCACGGGGATTC-3#) and Rosa4 (5#- a
TCAATGGGCGGGGGTCGTT-3#) generate a 1.5 kb band with i
proper recombination of the 5# arm, while Rosa8 (5#-GAATTCTAG p
ATAACTGATCATAATCAGCC-3#) and Rosa9 (5#-GGGGAAAATTTT o
TAATATAAC-3#) generate a 5.7 kb band with proper recombination g
of the 3# arm. Two clones of each construct were injected into a a
C57BL/6 blastocyst to produce chimeric mice. Germline transmis- p
sion was confirmed by PCR designed to discriminate wt from a
knockin alleles for all three lines. Rosa10 in 5# arm forward direc- t
tion (5#-CTCTGCTGCCTCCTGGCTTCT-3#) and Rosa11 in 3# arm u
reverse direction (5#-CGAGGCGGATCACAAGCAATA-3#) amplify a c
330 bp fragment from wt alleles, while Rosa10 and Rosa4 in pCA
promoter amplify a 250 bp fragment from knockin alleles. PCR con- r
ditions: 94°C 20$, 58°C 25$, 72°C 45$ for 32 cycles. t
a
sMating Schemes for MADM Analysis
tRG and GR mice were kept as separate stocks prior to MADM
manalysis. RG mice were crossed with appropriate Cre mice (Table
a1), and double positives were selected as stock mice, which were
asubsequently crossed with GR mice to generate GR/RG;Cre+/+
mice for MADM analysis, and GR/RG;Cre− mice for controls. The
presence of Cre transgene was determined by PCR using specific
primers internal to the Cre coding region. S
S
aTissue Preparation and Histology
All animal procedures were based on animal care guidelines and
are approved by Stanford University’s Administrative Panels on
ALaboratory Care (A-PLAC). For histology, mice were anesthetized
with ketamine/xylazine (60 mg/kg and 8 mg/kg, respectively) and
perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1M phosphate W
tbuffer saline (PBS). Tissues were isolated and fixed in 4% PFA at
4°C overnight, washed three times in PBS, cryoprotected for 24 hr B
Cin 30% sucrose in PBS, and embedded in OCT prior to cryostat
sectioning. Tissues were sectioned at 25 m thickness unless Z
aotherwise specified.
Hematoxylin and eosin staining was performed using standard hrotocols. For immunofluorescence, cryosections were washed
hree times for 10 min in PBS, blocked with 10% normal donkey
erum in PBS + 0.3% Triton X-100 (PBT) for 20 min, and stained at
°C overnight with rabbit anti-GFP (1:500; Molecule Probes, Eu-
ene, Oregon) and goat anti-MYC (1:200; Novus, Littleton, Colo-
ado). Following PBT washes, the sections were stained at 4°C
vernight with donkey anti-rabbit Alexa 488 (1:100; Molecule
robes, Eugene, Oregon) and donkey anti-goat Cy3 (1:500; Jack-
on ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc. West Grove, Pennsylva-
ia). After further washes with PBT, samples were mounted in
nti-fade (Molecular Probes). Images were taken under a Nikon
icroscope attached to a Bio-Rad MRC-1024 laser scanning con-
ocal system or a Zeiss fluorescence microscope with a CCD cam-
ra and processed with the NIH Image J program.
uantification of Labeling Frequency
sing Parallel Fiber Number
onfocal microscopy was used to take 1 m thick optical sections
f the ML from midsagittal sections of the cerebellum from GR/
G;actin-Cre/+ and GR/RG;actin-Cre/actin-Cre. Three images per
nimal were taken in consecutive 25 m medial sections at random
ithin the ML in the bank region of lobule 4. Parallel fiber numbers
ere manually counted as dots in confocal images.
ell Dissociation and Quantification of Labeling Frequency
ortical caps of P5 GR/RG;Foxg1/+ mice were enzymatically dis-
ociated as previously described (Machold et al., 2003). Dissoci-
ted cells were prepared for immunofluorescence using the Caltag
ix & Perm protocol and placed on a hemocytometer for manual
ell quantification using GFP, Cy3 (for MYC staining), and double-
hannel filters under a fluorescence microscope. FACS analysis (re-
lacing Cy3 with RPE secondary antibodies) using a Coulter Epics
L-MCL FACS Analyzer confirmed the manual counting results.
lonal Analysis in the Cerebellum
M (Sigma T-5648) was dissolved in corn oil (Sigma C-8267) at a
oncentration of 20 mg/ml for w4 hr at room temperature, stored
t 4°C covered with aluminum foil, and used within 2 weeks. To
nduce interchromosomal recombination in GR/RG;actin-CreER/+
ups, 8–10 mg of TM was administered by intraperitoneal injection
f the mother at 13.5 and 17.5 days postcoitum. Controls were
iven corn oil without TM. Serial sagittal sections of P21 cerebella
t 25 or 60 m were stained and imaged. Mediolateral and antero-
osterior span was measured for clones by systematically viewing
ll serial sections. High-resolution CCD camera images were taken
o measure granule cell body position. Confocal microscopy was
sed to take 1 m thick images of the ML and to measure granule
ell axon position.
To estimate the probability that a cluster of granule cells is de-
ived from two independent but overlapping clones, we estimated
he surface area of the IGL for half the cerebellum to be w197 mm2
nd the surface area occupied by the cell bodies of an average-
ized granule cell cluster to be w0.96 mm2. To distinguish between
wo clones, they must not overlap or touch at the edges. Thus, we
ultiplied the surface area of one average-sized clone by nine to
ccount for the area that a second clone cannot occupy. The prob-
bility is: 9 × 0.96 mm2/197 mm2 × 100% = 4.4%.
upplemental Data
upplemental Data include two figures and can be found with this
rticle online at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/121/3/479/DC1/.
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